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Our Contributions

Motivation

Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) with uncertainty to detect erroneous
predictions.

The dynamic localization patterns of proteins
dictate their function.

Results

Uncertainty Evaluation in mAP (@0.5/@0.75 IoU)
WTA merged is the best at 0.5 IoU
threshold and at 0.75 ensemble is the best. We use
the WTA merged with data uncertainty since it is
computationally more eﬃcient than ensemble.

Optical ﬂow to reﬁne detected errors by propagating certain
predictions from neighboring frames.

Biologists use optogenetics to control protein
localization via light exposure.
Repeatedly giving light creates oscillations of the
protein in and out of the nucleus.

Propagation Evaluation in mean IoU

These oscillations cause regular and temporary
deterioration in visibility.

Our method can eﬀectively improve
erroneous nuclei predictions.

Deep learning methods become unreliable when
the visibility is drastically deteriorated.

Time-lapse confocal images of
HEK293T cells with fusion protein

Oscillation at time t causing bad nuclei segmentation (up) and the corrected
segmentation of it using our propagation method (down).
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Traverse the video in increasing average uncertainty order:
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Conclusions

Overview of Mask R-CNN with added data uncertainty. Changes to the original
architecture are shown in red (operations) and green (outputs).

We solve a real task commonly experienced in signalling studies which is not yet addressed.

Model (Epistemic) Uncertainty

We investigate existing sampling methods for neural networks to obtain
model uncertainty following the work by Ilg et al. [2]: Dropout, Ensemble,
SGDR Ensemble, Winner-Takes-All (WTA) and Evolving WTA [3].

Our method improves nuclei segmentation over several baselines.
Traversing continues with the updated masks and uncertainties to facilitate long propagation horizon.

paper+poster+code+slides:

Our method can facilitate automated analysis of dynamically localized proteins without additional markers.
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